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Close Coupled Resonant Aperture Inserts for
Waveguide Filtering Applications

R. D. Seager, Member, IEEE, John C. Vardaxoglou, Member, IEEE, and D. S. Lockyer

Abstract—A two-layer frequency selective surface (FSS) is used
as a very compact and lightweight transverse waveguide filter ele-
ment. A narrow-band transmission response is produced from two
layers, which, otherwise, in isolation would exhibit a broadband
response. Measured results are compared with theoretical data ob-
tained from a Transmission Line Matrix (TLM) based modeling
method. Reduction in the passband bandwidth of a factor of four
has been achieved using the proposed structure.

Index Terms—Frequency selective surfaces, TLM, waveguide fil-
ters.

I. INTRODUCTION

T RADITIONALLY, to produce filtering responses in
waveguides, cavities or reactive components such as irises

and posts, in conjunction with J and K inverters, are used [1].
Both the cavities and inverter sections are bulky in waveguides
and waveguide filters tend to be relatively large and heavy. In
contrast, by using a resonant structure as a transverse insert,
one can achieve good filtering performance but with a much
more compact and lightweight design.

In FSS technology, an array of resonant apertures within a
metallic sheet yields a bandpass transmission response. If a sec-
tion of such an array is inserted transversely in a rectangular
waveguide, the array response can be maintained if the inner
dimensions of the waveguide contain an integer number of the
standard FSS array’s unit cells [2], [3]. Further, the FSS insert
will occupy less than 200m of waveguide length. When con-
sidering thin slotted rectangular apertures the slot length pri-
marily determines the resonant frequency, in that it is approxi-
mately a resonator. In a waveguide close to cutoff, the slot
length can be accommodated across the width of the waveguide
but the response is broadband and therefore is of limited use in
filtering applications. However, it has been previously demon-
strated that the use of a two-layer aperture FSS, under plane
wave illumination, can significantly reduce the bandwidth of the
transmission response [4]. This letter presents results on the ap-
plication of close coupled aperture frequency selective surfaces
(FSS) specifically for waveguide filtering applications. We in-
vestigate the potential of this structure to act as a bandpass fil-
tering element rather than as a filter in its own right. This in-
volves using two separate aperture arrays either side of a single
dielectric layer, and if a relative shift is introduced between the
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Fig. 1. Schematic of evaluated system.

layers strong coupling fields are established in the intermediate
dielectric region. In this situation there is a narrowing of the
transmission response bandwidth and the slotted elements be-
have as though they are longer electrically than physically.

A schematic representation of the structure under investiga-
tion is shown in Fig. 1, where a double layer aperture FSS is
transversely inserted inside a WG-16 (22.86 mm10.16 mm)
waveguide used in this study [5]. The structure of the insert is
also shown in Fig. 1. It consists of two copper sheets containing
a finite array of slotted apertures (length 8.3 mm and width 0.3
mm), which are separated and supported by a thin dielectric
(polyester) layer of thickness 75m and . The periodic-
ities in and are mm and mm respec-
tively, which means that the waveguide accommodates two
periods and three periods. We also introduce the relative shift
between layers in the direction, , which in this case is

mm. It is the introduction of this shift that is nec-
essary to induce the high coupling fields between arrays such
that the required transmission response can be obtained.

II. TRANSMISSIONLINE MATRIX (TLM) M ODEL

TLM is a time domain method [6], [7] and as such yields the
fields within the defined workspace cells as well as results over
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a given frequency range for one simulation. The fields can give
increased insight into the functioning of the component being
modeled. A very powerful reason for using TLM is the fact that
it can model dielectric and metallic losses as well as thin metal
layers accurately, and therefore gives a model that approximates
the measured structure well.

The TE mode is launched in the waveguide using a pres-
imulation to calculate the transverse field structure at cutoff,
with the waveguide ends matched to minimize reflections in
the model. The transverse inserts are placed halfway down the
waveguide and four output points, two before and two after the
insert, are used to sample the time domain signal. Each pair of
points defines a port used to extract the scattering parameters,
with the port positions taken to be in the middle of the output
point pairs. By considering the separation of the pairs of output
points and the fields at them, it is possible to obtain the forward
and reverse going waves at the input and output ports, allowing
calculation of the scattering parameters.

The software used here [8] allows for inclusion of both di-
electric and metallic losses. However, neither of these param-
eters are frequency dependant in this implementation of TLM
and values are selected to be accurate at the center frequency
of the designed insert response. The complete model consists of
257 000 cells and runs for about 30 Hours CPU time (on a Sun
Ultra Enterprise 3500 server, using two 336 MHz processors and
2 GB of memory) before a stable solution is reached. The cell
dimensions and dielectric constant define the upper frequency
of the model in that at least ten cells per wavelength are rec-
ommended for accurate results. Data is present in the solution
for frequencies above this maximum value, so the time domain
data is filtered and resampled to avoid aliasing when the Fourier
Transform is performed.

III. M EASURED AND SIMULATED RESULTS

Fig. 2 shows measured and simulated results for a single slot
of length 16.5 mm and simulated results for a single slot of 8.3
mm and a double layer insert with slot lengths of 8.3 mm and

. This shows that the 16.5 mm slot has a resonance
very close to the cutoff frequency, which makes it unsuitable
for filtering applications. The passband itself is centered around
7.5 GHz and exhibits a 3 dB bandwidth of about 2.4 GHz (32%).
EVALUATED STRUCTUREThe discrepancy between the measured
and simulated results for this slot is probably due to the dielec-
tric having been removed from the slot. At frequencies near
the cutoff the angle of incidence,, of the TE mode is very
oblique as given by , where is the cutoff fre-
quency of the waveguide (in this case 6.557 GHz) andis the
operating frequency (GHz). In the case of the measurement, the
edges of the slot where the dielectric had been removed would
have had the dielectric on the back exposed to the propagating
mode at these angles of incidence. The interference from the di-
electric is likely to have an adverse effect on the measurement
and could lead to the observed discrepancy. Fig. 2 also shows
the simulated results for a double layer insert with slot lengths
of 8.3 ( ) and a single 8.3 mm slot. The simulation of
the insert shows a broad resonance at about 15 GHz, which is
well above the normal operational band of the waveguide. The

Fig. 2. Measured and modeled S21 data for single apertures. - -4- - Modeled
16.5 mm aperture. —— Measured 16.5 mm aperture. —� - � - Modeled
result of two layer insert with zero offset for comparison. — Modeled 8.3 mm
aperture.

bandwidth is about 5 GHz, which represents 33%. The reso-
nance of the single 8.3 mm slot is shown for reference. It is clear
that whilst the resonance is well away from the cutoff, the band-
width is large, which limits the filtering applications for which
this device can be considered.

When an insert including the relative shift,
mm, is introduced however, the performance improves consid-
erably. A photograph of the insert is shown in Fig. 3(a). Fig. 3(b)
shows the results for this insert with two different dielectric sup-
port layers (polyester and Kapton). The first point to note is that
the measured and predicted results (for the polyester substrate)
agree very well and describe a resonant frequency around 10
GHz together with an in band loss of about 7 dB. The 3 dB
bandwidth has decreased from 5 GHz ( ) to about 800
MHz (8%) in this case, and this yields a good potential filter.
The 7 dB loss observed in the measurement has been accurately
reproduced using a value for of 0.06. This observed loss is
exacerbated by the high coupling fields established in the sep-
aration region between the arrays. There is also likely to be a
contribution from the adhesive that bonds the laminate together.
The precise thickness and dielectric properties of this adhesive
are unknown, but it is likely that in this sensitive structure, to-
gether with the high coupling fields, it contributes to the loss.
Fig. 3(b) also shows the measured result of the same insert de-
sign on a lower loss Kapton dielectric ( ). The loss
in this case is reduced to around 3.5 dB whilst the bandwidth has
been maintained at 800 MHz, and this demonstrates that if a very
low loss material were used the passband loss would decrease
still further. There is a small shift in the resonant frequency for
this structure, to 10.6 GHz, that may be due to a slight decrease
in the coupling between arrays due to the extra thickness of the
Kapton (108 m compared to 75 m). For indication purposes
the simulated case for the insert when is also included
in Fig. 3(b) (thereby leaving only metallic losses in the model)
and shows that a lossless dielectric would yield very close to
zero passband loss.

In order to verify that the fields in the dielectric play a key role
in the production of these filtering elements, we have plotted the
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. (a) Photograph of two layer insert, (b) measured and modeled S21
data for the two layer insert. —— Measured with polyester dielectric. —4—
Measured with kapton dielectric. —— Modeled withtan � = 0:06 - - - -
Modeled withtan � = 0:0

simulated electric field at 10 GHz in the dielectric, and this is
shown in Fig. 4. The dielectric is modeled as being three cells
long in the -direction, and this field (in the– plane) repre-
sentation is taken from the cell adjacent to the front array of the
insert. The slots on the front and rear arrays are marked but can
be easily identified from the magnitudes of the electric fields,
where the area of the front slots (yellow/orange) has a higher
field than that of the rear slots (blue). The important point to note
is the very high field regions (red) in the areas that are bounded,
front and rear, by metal. These are the high coupling fields es-
tablished due to the shift , and are the result of the incident
energy having to progress from the front slots to the rear slots
through the thin separation region bounded by copper.

Fig. 4. Electric fields in dielectric between aperture arrays. Aperture
position on front of insert. j

- - - -
- - - - j Aperture position on rear of insert.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented results demonstrating the potential to pro-
duce a bandpass type response in a waveguide using a two-
sided array of close-coupled resonant aperture FSS. The re-
sponse has a much improved performance in terms of bandwidth
over both that of a single layer operating at a similar frequency
and the same insert without a relative shift between layers. In
both cases this leads to a reduction in percentage bandwidth of
a factor of four. The TLM model has been successfully used to
model the structure accurately and has provided valuable infor-
mation regarding the fields contained in the separation region.
The propensity of the narrow-band two-layer structure to exhibit
losses at resonance has been identified and attributed to dielec-
tric losses. We have anticipated that a very low loss dielectric
would virtually eliminate these losses. These waveguide filter
elements represent a considerable potential saving in weight and
size over conventional designs, with the example studied here
being only a fraction of a millimeter thick.
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